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Abstract

We explain the language resources developed by NTT, including Nihongo GoiTaikei, one of the largest Japanese thesauri, and Lexeed, a Japanese semantic lexicon. We also explain our efforts toward
developing general-purpose semantic analysis software for analyzing the meaning of words and sentences in Japanese text.

1. Toward a computer that understands
human languages
To make a computer that can handle languages as
we humans can do, we are building language databases with various semantic annotations and developing semantic analysis software using these databases.
In this article, we first describe the language databases we have built so far including Nihongo GoiTaikei, one of the largest Japanese thesauri, Lexeed, a
semantic lexicon describing the most familiar Japanese words, and Hinoki, a Japanese treebank* with
various syntactic and semantic annotations. We then
describe our recent work on the semantic analysis of
words and sentences using these databases, namely
word sense disambiguation and predicate argument
structure analysis. We also describe our efforts toward
textual entailment recognition, which has recently
been attracting a lot of interest in the research community as middleware for semantic analysis to build
advanced language processing applications such as
question answering and summarization.
2. Nihongo GoiTaikei
Nihongo GoiTaikei is a Japanese thesaurus that
defines word senses of about 400,000 words using
about 3000 semantic categories [1]. It defines three
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different hierarchies of semantic category for common nouns, proper nouns, and verbs, in which the
common noun category is most frequently used.
Part of the common noun semantic category hierarchy is shown in Fig. 1. The hierarchy is defined using
is-a relations and part-of relations. For identification,
each category has a name and a number starting from
1. For example, the Japanese word raitaa, which is
derived from two English words “writer” and “lighter” transliterated into the same Japanese string, is
associated with two different semantic categories,
“353: Author” and “915: Household appliance”. By
following the is-a link, we can learn that the former
can be an agent (3: Agent) while latter is a physical
object (533: Physical object).
As Nihongo GoiTaikei was originally developed
for describing syntactic pattern conversion rules in
the Japanese-to-English machine translation system
ALT-J/E, it is useful for pattern-based text mining
tasks. For example, suppose you try to find the places
where people go shopping by extracting Japanese
phrases that match the pattern “X-de kau” (buy at X),
where X represents a variable. You can easily give
semantic constraints to the noun phrases to be
extracted by constraining the semantic category of
the matching nouns to “388: Place”.

*

Treebank: A treebank, by analogy to a databank, is a large collection of syntactic trees.
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Fig. 1. Common noun semantic categories of Nihongo GoiTaikei.

• ドライバー_driver1 (noun)
-Definition：車１/を/運転３/する/人１/
(a person who drives a car)
-Hypernym: 人_person1
-Synonyms: 運転者_driver1
-Association: 車_car3,タクシー_taxi2
-Example: 父1/は/ドライバー1/だ/
• ドライバー_driver_2 (noun)
-Definition: ゴルフ1/で/使う/クラブ3
(a club used in golf)
-Hypernym:クラブ_club3
-Association: ゴルフ_golf1
...
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Fig. 2. Japanese semantic lexicon Lexeed.

3. Japanese semantic lexicon Lexeed and
Japanese treebank Hinoki
Lexeed [2] is an electronic dictionary in which
basic Japanese words (28,000) and word senses
(46,000) are selected by using a psychological measure, familiarity [3], which represents the degree to
which the average person is familiar with that word.
Relations between word senses such as hypernym,
hyponym, and synonym are systematically labeled
and each sense is associated with the categories in
Nihongo GoiTaikei.
The description of doraiba (driver) in Lexeed is
shown in Fig. 2. While Nihongo GoiTaikei only has
two semantic categories “292: Driver” and “942:
Machine tool”, Lexeed has a definition and an example for each sense. For the first word sense, the definition is “a person who drives a car” and the example is
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“My father is a driver.”
In Lexeed, the definition is written in only basic
words, and each word in the definition is associated
with its word sense number in Lexeed. In English, the
Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English is
well known for having descriptions that are written
using only basic vocabulary. As far as we know, Lexeed is the only such self-contained dictionary for
Japanese.
We are building language resources, not only for
word meaning but also for sentence meaning. Hinoki
[4] is a Japanese treebank that has syntactic and
semantic annotations for about 200,000 sentences or
phrases including the definitions and examples in
Lexeed and excerpts from newspapers. It defines the
syntactic and semantic structure of a sentence/phrase
based on a language theory called HPSG (head-driven phrase structure grammar). An example of the
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Fig. 3. Japanese treebank Hinoki.

Hinoki

あのドライバー1が愛用しているライター1は

そのライター2が買ったドライバー2より安い．
The lighter1 used by the driver1 is cheaper than the
driver2 bought by the writer2 .

Lexeed
ライター_lighter1 [noun]
tool to light a cigarette
ライター_writer2 [noun]
person who writes text
ドライバー_driver1 [noun］
person who drives a car
ドライバー_driver2 [noun]
tool for tightening/
loosening a screw

Fig. 4. Word sense disambiguation.

syntactic structure and semantic structure of a Japanese phrase meaning “a person who drives a car” is
shown in Fig. 3. Syntactic structure represents how
smaller syntactic constituents such as N (noun) and V
(verb) recursively form a larger syntactic constituent
such as NP (noun phrase) and VP (verb phrase).
Semantic structure represents how an event described
by the expression is formed from semantic elements
such as agents, objects, and predicates.
As the design of Lexeed is based on psychological
insights, it is useful for educational applications and
user interface design, in which we have to measure
the psychological burden that the text imposes on the
user. As Hinoki forms a large-scale language dataset
with unified syntactic and semantic annotation from
the word level to the sentence level, it provides us
with an ideal research playground for semantic analysis.



4. Word sense disambiguation
We are developing a set of general-purpose semantic analysis software for Japanese text using the language database described above. First, for word
meaning analysis, we are studying word sense disambiguation. A large number of words have more than
one word sense, and the word sense of a particular
usage can be determined only by its context. For
example, “driver” has several meanings such as person who drives a car, golf equipment, screwdriver,
and software for driving something. Word sense disambiguation is the task of selecting the appropriate
word sense in a given context from a list of word
senses defined in the dictionary.
An example of a sentence taken from Hinoki,
where the sense for each word is labeled using the
word senses defined in Lexeed, is shown in Fig. 4.
Using such manually labeled training data of about
200,000 sentences, we trained a sequential classifier,
which determines the sense of each word from the
features of its context words such as its surface form
and part of speech. We call this software a word sense
tagger [5].
As the usage of words is so diverse, even if we
restrict the number of target word senses to be discriminated to the ones defined in Lexeed (about
50,000), we only have a few training examples for
each word sense. We therefore devised a method of
improving the disambiguation accuracy by dividing
the process into two steps: we first select a coarsegrained category using the semantic hierarchy of
Nihongo GoiTaikei and then select a fined-grained
word sense based on the category [6].
Word sense disambiguation can be used for word
sense-based information retrieval. For example, suppose “driver” is entered as a query term. If the system
can tell two senses of this word in advance, it can
display the documents about cars and golf separately
as retrieval results.
NTT Technical Review
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Fig. 5. Predicate argument structure analysis.

5. Predicate argument structure analysis
As a first step for sentence meaning analysis, we are
studying predicate argument structure analysis. A
predicate such as a verb and an adjective is the central
element of a sentence, and it describes the movement
or state of an event. The argument is a person or thing
associated with the event. In Japanese, an argument is
expressed by a noun followed by a case particle.
Predicate argument structure analysis is the task of
identifying and associating the arguments relevant to
each predicate.
An example of predicate argument structure analysis, in which three predicate argument structures are
extracted from a sentence, is shown in Fig. 5. Note
that, not only verbs such as “buy” and “experience”
but also a noun “installation” can represent an event.
These nouns are called event-evoking nouns.
We devised a predicate argument structure analysis
method based on structure learning, where the analysis is regarded as a structure transformation from a
word dependency structure to a predicate argument
structure [7]. The model for performing the task is
trained from manually annotated data.
Predicate argument structure analysis can be used
for event-based information retrieval. Current search
engines are not good at handling how-to questions.
By using a predicate argument structure, we can
handle various expressions that refer to the same
event such as “purchase software”, “purchased softVol. 6 No. 9 Sep. 2008

ware”, “purchase of software”, and “software purchase”. The structured representation gives greater
benefit as the described event gets complicated.
6. Text entailment recognition
How can we evaluate a computer’s degree of understanding of human language? Text entailment recognition, a task recently proposed in the research community, might answer this question [8]. When two
texts, namely “text” and “hypothesis”, are given to
the system, the task of text entailment recognition is
to determine whether the text entails the hypothesis.
The task is almost as the same as reading comprehensions tests for humans such as “read the following
text and answer whether the following statements are
correct or wrong”.
An example of a text entailment recognition task is
shown in Fig. 6. In order to determine whether the
text entails each hypothesis, the system must analyze
the predicate argument structure in order to determine
whether the events expressed by the two underlined
phrases are the same. Some lexical knowledge is
required to tell whether the two dotted-underlined
phrases are paraphrases of each other. It is also necessary to perform logical inference to determine that if
the amount of bioethanol production in the USA is
the highest in the world, then the USA produces bioethanol.
If we can implement the text entailment recognition
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module, it can be used as a general-purpose building
block for advanced text processing applications such
as question answering and summarization. How text
entailment recognition will be used in question
answering is illustrated in Fig. 7. The question is converted into a declarative sentence and if it can be
entailed by some text in the database, the answer will
be the argument in the text that matches the question
word.

Research on text entailment recognition for Japanese has just begun. We started to work on it in 2007
and have made about 200 benchmark data so far. We
hope to report on our results in the near future
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The USA, which is the
world’s largest corn
producer, had the world’s
highest bioethanol
production in 2006.
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Hypotheses

アメリカは世界最大のトウモ The USA is the world’s

○ ロコシ生産国である．

largest corn producer.

世界最大のトウモロコシは

The world’s largest corn is
made in the USA.

× アメリカ産である．

アメリカのバイオエタノール The amount of bioethanol

○ の生産量は世界一である．

アメリカはバイオエタノール

○ を生産している．

[6]

produced in the USA is the
highest in the world.

[7]

The USA produces bioethanol.

[8]

Fig. 6. Text entailment recognition.

Question:「W 杯日韓大会で優勝したのはどこの国ですか？」
Which country won the Korea-Japan world cup?
Predicate argument structure

（国名）
が

Ｗ杯日韓大会で

優勝した

(country) nom.

KJ world cup inst.

won

Database

W カップ日韓大会決勝は
ブラジルが勝利し，
大会は幕を閉じた．
.....
Brazil won the KJ world cup
final and the tournament
closed the curtain. …

Entail

Predicate
argument
structure

Answer:
「ブラジル」
Brazil

ブラジルが

Ｗカップ日韓大会決勝で

勝利した

Brazil nom.

KJ world cup final inst.

won

Ｗカップ日韓大会が
KJ world cup nom.

幕を

閉じた

curtain acc. closed

inst.: instrumental

Fig. 7. Question answering using text entailment recognition.
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